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Business Can be simple
Gain an edge in print productivity with the new imageCLASS MF515x. With incredibly fast print speeds up to 40ppm, every print job is made quick, easy, and effortless. Along with seamless connectivity to Wi-Fi and mobile printing solutions, a 3.5-inch Colour Touchscreen LCD, and 1GB RAM device memory, the imageCLASS MF515x is ideal for heavy-duty print operations for medium to large workgroups.

The imageCLASS MF515x features blazing print speeds up to 40ppm (A4) and razor-sharp quality with print resolutions of up to 1,200 x 1,200 dpi (equivalent). Incorporating Canon’s proprietary On-Demand Fixing technology, the imageCLASS MF515x is capable of producing the first printout in approximately 7.6 seconds.

Further accelerate work productivity by copying and scanning double-sided originals with the Duplex Auto Document Feeder (DADF).

On top of the standard 500-sheet cassette and 100-sheet multipurpose tray, up to 2 optional 500-sheet cassettes can be added for expanded paper handling, giving it a total input capacity of 1,600 sheets, offering the scalability when print volume increases.
Enjoy fuss-free and low maintenance operations with the All-in-One Cartridge 324. A higher yield toner of 12,500 pages (Cartridge 324 II) allows you to continuously print high quality output, while reducing operating costs and frequency of toner replacement.

Do your part for the environment and save costs. Reduce power consumption when the printer is not in use with the Sleep mode. The Auto Duplex Print feature lessens paper wastage by printing on both sides.

The intuitive 3.5-inch Colour Touchscreen LCD Display is capable of showing up to 7 lines of text characters and animations, ensuring a smoother workflow. Increase your efficiency by assigning customised shortcut buttons on the Home Screen for frequently performed tasks, saving you time and effort.

Manage and set user access privileges, as well as keep track of each department’s print volume with the Department ID feature at no additional cost.

The Secure Print feature allows users to send password-protected print jobs over a networked environment. For confidentiality purposes, printing will not commence until the user enters the password previously keyed.

With built-in Wi-Fi and Gigabit Ethernet connectivity, the imageCLASS MF515x facilitates seamless network integration, making it easy to share printing resources and handle demanding workloads. PCL 6 and genuine Adobe® PostScript® 3™ are also included as standard print languages, allowing the device to be configured easily for different operating environments.

You can now print directly from your smartphone or tablet with applications such as Canon PRINT Business app, Apple® AirPrint™, Google Cloud Print™, Mopria®, and Canon Print Service.

With the web-based Remote UI Interface, IT Administrators can now check the printer status and manage print operations in one single interface from the comfort of their own desks.
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